ATTENTION AGENTS AND BROKERS: PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING CAREFULLY
This document has been prepared by the agent/broker trade associations in order to provide guidance to
agents/brokers seeking to sell health insurance in the individual federally facilitated marketplace
(exchange).
Recent changes to Medicaid included in the 2013-15 Wisconsin State Budget have created an opportunity for
agents (that have interest in the individual health market). While the 2013-2015 budget expands coverage to
all individuals under 100% of poverty, it also requires those over 100% of poverty and currently enrolled in
Medicaid to transition to private coverage. Agents serving the individual market will have the opportunity to
work in a coordinated effort to enroll all consumers – including 232,551 parents/caretaker relatives, 459,757
childless adults and those transitioning from Medicaid to private coverage into a qualified health insurance
plan (QHP) offered in the exchange.
The Blueprint
The Wisconsin Department of Health Services (DHS) is developing a strategic outreach plan to provide
education and guidance to the Medicaid population (approximately 92,000 persons) that will be transitioning
from the Medicaid program to the federally facilitated marketplace (exchange). DHS, using their existing
Income Maintenance Consortiums as well as Regional Enrollment Networks, will begin contacting members
who will no longer be eligible for Medicaid coverage after September 20, 2013. Income maintenance workers
will provide outreach and education to this population on their options within the federally facilitated
marketplace and assist in facilitating their enrollment. If the consumer is seeking information and advice that
is beyond the scope of service that is allowed under the law, they will then be connected (presumably via
telephone) with a federally certified agent/broker to place the business in a federal marketplace (exchange).
The agents/brokers who will do this are expected to complete four (4) hours of continuing education (CE).
Scenario 1- County Income Maintenance Worker

Scenario 2- Regional Enrollment Network

Conceptually, consumer will be connected to or “handed off” to the agent or broker by the income
maintenance worker, Navigator, Certified Application Counselor (CAC) or other Regional Enrollment Network
Support Personnel. These assistors will recap the consumer’s options and answer any consumer questions
before the “hand-off”. The agent will then have access to that individual’s prefilled application; will be to
assist the consumer in selecting a specific insurer and plan, and to enroll that individual into the plan through
the exchange. An agent/broker will be eligible for their standard commission from the insurer on that
transaction. It is the expectation that the consumer will be pre-qualified and as a result the agent/broker’s
time will be spent efficiently. The enrollment specialist or CAC will have reviewed tax credit eligibility,
explained plan premiums, reviewed cost sharing, and described plan options. Any premium payment due
may be collected in the same way it is paid and collected in today’s individual market. There are ongoing
discussions on the workflow and process of collecting premiums from those that do not possess a checking
account or credit card.
Additional discussions and details on workflow, process and the “hand off” to an agent are likely to take
place within each Regional Enrollment Network.
Regional Enrollment Networks
There are 11 Regional Enrollment Networks that have been formally established by DHS to provide
application and enrollment assistance, while mobilizing other local resources to assist people in gaining
health care coverage.

Federal law clearly differentiates the role of the agent/broker and the rest of the regional enrollment
network support personnel, including CACs and Navigators. While other entities have clear limitations,
agents/brokers do not. If done correctly, this streamlined process presents agents/brokers, who feel it fits
within their agency’s business model, with an opportunity to sell insurance to a new population in an
effective and efficient manner. This coordinated effort has been established in order for qualified
agent/brokers to play a predominate role in enrolling the segment of the population seeking coverage in the
individual federally facilitated marketplace.
Agents/brokers are also strongly encouraged to contact and work directly with the Regional Enrollment
Network administrators. In addition you are encouraged to attend the meeting in your region.
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These administrators, in collaboration with DHS, will be tasked with creating the organizational structure, the
“handoff”, and identifying enrollment assisters, facilitators, agents/brokers, and other stakeholders. In
addition, these 11 Regional Enrollment Networks will begin working immediately to determine the roles,
responsibilities and capacity of each entity to facilitate enrollment.
4- Hour Continuing Education Course
The Office of the Commissioner of Insurance (OCI) has indicated that each agent/broker who wants to have
their contact information distributed among the Income Maintenance Consortiums and regional enrollment
networks should take a four-hour CE course designed by DHS and OCI that focuses on Medicaid and its
interactions with the commercial market. This course is particularly important to understand this population,
and to help consumers understand their options as their income changes. Each agent that completes the four
hour CE course (separate from the Federal training and certification course) will be included on a list that will
be used by and distributed to Income Maintenance Consortiums and regional enrollment networks to
connect consumers (Medicaid and uninsured) with agents and brokers for enrollment in the insurance
marketplace. It is important to note that the CE class is not a pre-requisite for selling in the individual health
insurance exchange. However, if you want your contact information distributed to these groups who will be
directly reaching out to consumers and connecting them with agents/brokers, it is recommended that you
take this CE course in order to get on the list.
The IIAW in cooperation with the Department of Health Services and the Office of the Commissioner of
Insurance has produced a webinar, available to all agents/brokers titled “From Medicaid to the Exchange:
What Agents Should Know” to satisfy the guidelines described above. The webinar will be available

beginning on September 4, 2013 and will run three times a week.
Interested agents/brokers should go to From Medicaid to the Exchange: What Every Agent Should Know
Webinar.
Each agent who wants to sell in the individual federally facilitated marketplace should ask themselves…
Can I afford not to be a part of this process and do my due diligence to determine whether or not this presents
an opportunity for my business model?

Your next steps should be to: 1. Contact your local Regional Enrollment Network administrator if you
want to be a part of the process outlined above and, 2. Take the four hour continuing education course
to get on the list.

